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We analyze the electrical and optical properties of a silicon electro-optic waveguide modulator using
a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) configuration. The device performance is studied under
different modes of operation of the MOS diode and gate oxide thicknesses. Our calculations indicate
that this scheme can be used for achieving high-speed submicron waveguide active devices on
silicon on insulator. A microring resonator intensity modulator is predicted to exhibit switching
times on the order of tens of picoseconds with modulation depth of 73% by employing a bias
voltage of only 5 V. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1814791]
I. INTRODUCTION

can be varied by injection, accumulation, depletion, or inversion of carriers. P-i-n diodes7,8 and metal-oxidesemiconductor field-effect-transistors (Refs. 9 and 10) may
be employed for this purpose. In a previous work,8 we proposed and analyzed a waveguide active structure based on a
p-i-n diode. That configuration was predicted to provide high
modulation depth for very low power consumption. The
switching time was calculated to be around 1.29 ns, limited
by carrier diffusion (carrier injection process). The use of a
MOS diode should lead to higher speed operation since the
carrier distribution in the semiconductor is governed by a
drift mechanism (electric field).11 Additional advantages of a
MOS configuration are negligible dc power consumption and
the fact that the refractive index change is localized under the
gate electrode, and therefore no carrier confinement methods
(such as isolation trenches in a p-i-n diode12) are necessary.
In a MOS structure, however, in carrier depletion, accumulation, or inversion configuration, significant large concentration variations are possible only within small distances (a
few tens of nanometers) beneath the insulated gate region.9
This produces a small overlap between the optical mode and
the nonequilibrium charge distribution in the waveguide,
leading to a smaller effective index variation in a MOS system than that in a p-i-n configuration. A small index change
requires a very long structure, on the order of millimeter, in
order to induce a significant modulation depth.10
In this paper we study a micron-size MOS-based highindex-contrast SOI waveguide for high-speed electro-optic
modulation in Si based on strong light confinement. The light
confinement enhances the effect of small index changes on
the transmission of the device, enabling an ultracompact
structure with high modulation depth. In addition, the studied
high-index-contrast waveguide structure permits, contrary to
previous works, negligible losses for a radius of curvature as
small as 5 µm, allowing the implementation of high dense
photonic circuits. Section II describes the waveguide structure. Section III presents the electrical and optical models. In
Sec. IV, the results from the simulations are presented and

Silicon as photonic material has remarkable properties. It
is transparent in the range of optical telecommunications
wavelengths (1.3 µm and 1.55 µm) and has high index of
refraction, which allows for the fabrication of high-indexcontrast submicron structures.1 In addition, the mature Si microelectronics [bipolar or complementary metal-oxide semiconductor] technology enables the implementation of dense
silicon-based integrated systems on-chip. Si-on-insulator
(SOI) strip waveguide technology has been shown to be an
appropriate platform to achieve compact (submicron size)
photonic devices.2 The use of crystalline Si instead of polysilicon or amorphous Si as the waveguide core reduces scattering and absorption losses.2
Si photonic structures that bend, split, couple, and filter
light have recently been demonstrated in silicon,2–4 but the
flow of light in these structures is predetermined by the
structure design and cannot be modified. Active (or tunable)
waveguide devices are essential elements to control light for
information processing (e.g., coding-decoding, routing, multiplexing, timing, logic operations, etc.) in high-density
integrated-optic circuits. In these devices, the complex effective refractive index of the structure is varied in order to
produce a phase or intensity modulation.
The main methods to alter the refractive index in Si are
the thermo-optic effect and the plasma dispersion effect. The
thermo-optic effect is rather slow and can be used only up to
1 MHz modulation frequency.5 For higher speed, electrooptic devices are required. Unstrained pure crystalline Si
does not exhibit linear electro-optic (Pockels) effect and the
refractive index changes due to the Franz-Keldysh effect and
Kerr effect are very weak. Therefore, the free carrier dispersion effect6 is used to change electrically both the real refractive index and optical absorption coefficient.
The free-carrier concentration in Si electro-optic devices
a)
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III. DEVICE MODEL
A. Optical model

We used the beam propagation method (BPM) (Ref. 15)
for the calculation of the modal-field profile and optical
losses due to carrier absorption in the waveguide. From the
values of the electron and hole concentrations at any point of
the Si core waveguide (calculated with the electrical model
described below), the induced real refractive index and optical absorption coefficient variations (⌬n and ⌬␣, respectively) produced by free-carrier dispersion at a wavelength of
1.55 µm are calculated by using16
⌬n = ⌬ne + ⌬nh = − 关8.8 ⫻ 10−22⌬N + 8.5
⫻ 10−18共⌬P兲0.8兴,

共1兲

⌬␣ = ⌬␣e + ⌬␣h = 8.5 ⫻ 10−18⌬N + 6.0 ⫻ 10−18⌬P, 共2兲
FIG. 1. Schematic cross sections of MOS high-index-contrast SOI rib
waveguides for 1.55 µm wavelength. Three doping schemes are shown: (a)
for inversion, (b) for accumulation, and (c) for depletion operation.

discussed. In Sec. V, an intensity modulator based on a microring resonator is analyzed. Finally, conclusions are given
in Sec. VI.

II. DEVICE DESCRIPTION

Figures 1(a)–1(c) show schematic cross sections of the
studied MOS-waveguide configurations. The structures consist of a high aspect ratio 关rib height共200 nm兲
Ⰷ slab height共50 nm兲兴 rib SOI waveguide with highly doped
regions 共1019 cm−3兲 defined in the slab at each side of the rib.
The structures illustrated in Figs. 1(a)–1(c) operate under
different mechanisms for modulation: carrier inversion (hole
inversion layer), hole accumulation, and hole depletion operation regimes, respectively. The inversion and accumulation configurations are based on increasing the hole concentration under the gate oxide, whereas the depletion
configuration13,14 is based on decreasing the hole concentration in the waveguide core. The justification for the use of
the hole (instead of electron) distribution in all the three
modulation mechanisms is explained in Sec. III A. The silicon layer (device layer) has a background doping concentration of 1015 cm−3 in Figs. 1(a) (n type) and 1(b) (p type),
whereas a uniform doping concentration of p = 2
⫻ 1017 cm−3 is considered in Fig. 1(c). We have assumed the
rib cross section height and width dimension to be the ones
typical of a 1.55 µm wavelength high-index-contrast strip
SOI waveguide, that is, 250 nm and 450 nm, respectively, in
order to guarantee single mode operation.8 The distance of
the doped regions to the rib sidewalls is 200 nm.8 A 100 nm
thick and 450 nm wide n-type highly-doped 共8
⫻ 1018 cm−3兲 poly-Si layer acts as a gate electrode, whereas
the lateral highly doped regions operate as ground (Gnd)
electrodes. A top SiO2 cladding layer covers the whole
structure.

where
⌬ne is the refractive index change due to electron concentration change;
⌬nh is the refractive index change due to hole concentration
change;
⌬N is the electron concentration change in cm−3;
⌬P is the hole concentration change in cm−3;
⌬␣e (in cm−1) is the absorption coefficient variations due to
⌬N;
⌬␣h (in cm−1) is the absorption coefficient variation due to
⌬P.
Equation (1) indicates that the effect on the refractive index
of holes is approximately three times larger than that due to
electrons for the same carrier concentration. Equation (2)
reveals that the contribution to the absorption coefficient due
to holes is lower than that due to electrons. These two facts
justify the use of the hole distribution to vary the refractive
index for all the MOS modes of operation illustrated in
Fig. 1.
B. Electrical model

A two-dimensional (2D) simulation package, ATLAS
from SILVACO,17 was employed to achieve the electrical
calculations. The suitability of this device modeling software
to analyze electro-optic modulators in SOI waveguides has
been demonstrated in other works.8,12,18,19 This program
simulates internal physics and device characteristics of semiconductor devices by solving Poisson’s equation and the
charge continuity equations for electrons and holes numerically. The surfaces of the waveguide have been considered
oxide passivated. The main parameters used in the simulations are shown in Table I.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Section IV A discusses the modal and geometry characteristics of the waveguide structure. Section IV B analyzes
the variation of the effective refractive index and optical
losses of the configurations illustrated in Fig. 1 for two gate
oxide thicknesses, hgox = 100 nm and hgox = 200 nm, as a
function of the applied bias under steady-state conditions. In
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TABLE I. Main parameters used in the simulations at 300 K.
Si refractive index nSi共 = 1.55 m兲
n-type 共8 ⫻ 1018 cm−3兲 poly-Si refractive index 共
= 1.55 m兲
SiO2 refractive index nSiO共 = 1.55 m兲
n-type 共8 ⫻ 1018 cm−3兲 poly-Si absorption coefficient
共dB/ cm兲
Electron carrier lifetime n共ns兲
Hole carrier lifetime  p共ns兲
Si background carrier conc. 共cm−3兲

3.43
3.41a
1.46
352.4b
50c
50c
1 ⫻ 1015

From Eq. (1).
From Eq. (2) and assuming undoped poly-Si absorption losses of
60 dB/ cm (Ref. 10).
c
From Ref. 20.
a

b

Sec. IV C, the dynamic characteristics of the MOS waveguide under different operation regimes are discussed.
A. Optical characteristics

The geometry of the configurations shown in Fig. 1 is
similar to that discussed in Ref. 8. All the structures exhibit
single mode operation for both TE-like and TM-like polarization modes and gate oxide thicknesses hgox = 100 nm and
hgox = 200 nm. As indicated in Ref. 8, the considered distance
of the highly-doped regions to the rib sidewalls (200 nm) and
the slab thickness (50 nm) avoid excessive optical losses
from the highly-doped regions and enables implementing
low-loss bent waveguides with a radius of curvature as small
as 5 µm.
Optical coupling from (to) an optical fiber to (from) the
considered high-index-contrast rib waveguide can be efficiently achieved by using an inverse nanotaper as that reported in Ref. 3. In Ref. 3 it is shown that mode delocalization can be used in order to effectively bridge between the
mode and index mismatch of index submicron size
waveguides and large fibers using compact structures.
B. Static (dc) characteristics

The main difference of the structure studied in this work
and that in Ref. 8 is the presence of a gate electrode. This
highly-doped region may add significant optical losses if its
distance to the Si waveguide 共hgox兲 is too short, since it
would overlap significantly with the optical mode field. On
the other hand, hgox cannot be very long in order to allow for
small operation voltages. Therefore, a tradeoff must be found
for the value of hgox. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the calculated effective refractive index change ⌬neff for the TE-like
mode as a function of the absolute value of the gate voltage
Vg for hgox = 100 nm and hgox = 200 nm, respectively, for the
three MOS operation modes. As expected, higher values of
兩⌬neff兩 are obtained for hgox = 100 nm under the same operation mode. The bias dependencies of the accumulation- and
inversion-mode configurations are similar for both values of
hgox. In both cases, a thin layer of holes is formed beneath
the gate oxide. The hole concentration in this layer increases
with the absolute value of the gate voltage (negative). The
values of 兩⌬neff兩 are slightly higher for the accumulation
mode than for the inversion mode for the same Vg, because
holes are majority carriers for the former regime and minor-

FIG. 2. Steady-state effective refractive index variation of the TE-like fundamental mode as a function of the absolute voltage of the gate voltage for
inversion (squares), accumulation (circles), and depletion (triangles) operation modes for gate oxide thicknesses of (a) hgox = 100 nm and (b) hgox
= 200 nm. The applied voltage is negative for the inversion and accumulation modes and positive for the depletion mode.

ity carriers in the latter, and therefore, higher hole concentration values are obtained in the former. In both Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b), it is seen for the depletion case that, as the gate
voltage increases, ⌬neff initially increases due to the increase
of the depleted layer region; then ⌬neff reaches a maximum
at a certain voltage and it decreases as the gate voltage increases. This is because of the formation of an electron inversion layer beneath the gate oxide when the threshold voltage Vt of the MOS diode is exceeded (strong inversion
condition). For the configuration of Fig. 1(c), Vt = 7.9 V and
14.9 V for hgox = 100 nm and hgox = 200 nm, respectively. The
increase of carriers (electrons) produces an opposite effect
(decrease of neff) as that induced by the depleted region (increase of neff), reducing the total effective index variation.
The inversion layer formation is illustrated in Fig. 3, which
shows the hole and electron two-dimensional distribution in
the Si core waveguide for the device of Fig. 1(c), Vg = 20 V
and hgox = 200 nm.
Figure 4 shows the calculated optical losses for the TElike mode due to carrier absorption in the semiconductor and
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FIG. 3. Steady-state carrier 2D distribution in the Si core waveguide for the
depletion-mode operation. The gate voltage is Vg = 20 V and hgox = 200 nm.
Strong inversion condition is observed (electron inversion layer beneath the
gate oxide).

the gate as a function of the gate voltage. The losses for
hgox = 100 nm are considerably higher than those for hgox
= 200 nm. This is because the optical mode overlaps significantly with the gate electrode for hgox = 100 nm, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). Smaller overlap occurs for hgox = 200 nm [Fig.
5(b)]. It is also observed in Fig. 4 that, for both values of
hgox, the losses for the depletion mode configuration are
higher than those exhibited by the other two configurations,
due to the background doping concentration of the Si waveguide 共2 ⫻ 1017 cm−3兲. One can also see that, as Vg increases,
the depletion-mode losses initially decrease (increase of the
depletion layer width), reach a minimum (at approximately
Vt), and then increase again (strong inversion condition).
Note, however, that, as will be seen in the following section,
the losses for the depletion case can be different under dynamic operation.
According to these results, under dc operation, the
accumulation- or the inversion-mode configurations should
be desirable since they exhibit losses as low as 3.6 dB/ cm
for Vg = 0 V共hgox = 200 nm兲. The simulations discussed so far

FIG. 4. Optical losses of the TE-like fundamental mode as a function of the
absolute value of the gate voltage for inversion (squares), accumulation
(circles), and depletion (triangles) operation modes for gate oxide thicknesses of hgox = 100 nm and hgox = 200 nm.

FIG. 5. TE-like fundamental optical mode profile for (a) hgox = 100 nm and
(b) hgox = 200 nm.

are for TE-like polarization. For the TM-like mode the lower
losses achievable are significantly higher, on the order of
20 dB/ cm共hgox = 200 nm兲; therefore, hereafter we consider
only the TE-like fundamental mode for the operation of the
device. A gate oxide thickness of 200 nm will be also assumed hereafter in order to avoid excessive losses due to the
gate electrode.
C. Dynamic characteristics

1. Small signal response

The small-signal transient response determines the feasibility of the device to be used for high-speed data modulation. In the studied configurations, the small-signal response
will be defined by the MOS total capacitance CT, which is
given by the series combination of the gate oxide capacitance
Cgox and the semiconductor depletion-region capacitance Cd.
The value of Cgox is constant and corresponds to the maximum capacitance of the system. The value of CT will depend
on the operation mode of the MOS diode.11 Below we discuss the small signal characteristics for the three modes of
operation.
(A) In the accumulation regime [Fig. 1(b)], there is no
depletion region, therefore CT = Cgox. This capacitance remains the same under high frequency operation. For hgox
= 200 nm, we calculated a value of Cgox = 10−16 F / m. Thus,
assuming a load impedance of R = 50 ⍀ and CT = Cgox, the
time constant c = RCT of the device results to be 5
⫻ 10−15 s / m. For example, for a 20 µm long device c = 1
⫻ 10−1 ps indicating the suitability of this configuration for
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high-speed operation. The optical losses will be the same as
those calculated in the dc analysis for any operation frequency and gate voltage under the accumulation mode of
operation.
(B) For the depletion-mode structure shown in Fig. 1(c),
the total capacitance of the system will depend on the operation frequency and bias voltage. At low frequencies and
Vg ⬍ Vt, the total capacitance will be smaller than Cgox due to
the depletion region capacitance. At low frequencies and
Vg ⬎ Vt (strong inversion), the formation of the inversion
layer makes the total capacitance equal to the gate oxide
capacitance, as in the accumulation case. At higher frequencies, CT will coincide with that at low frequencies for
Vg ⬍ Vt; however, for Vg ⬎ Vt, the electron (inversion layer)
concentration will not be able to follow the ac signal and the
depletion region capacitance will lead to smaller CT, producing a smaller time constant than in the accumulation regime.
For example, we calculated CT = 9.47⫻ 10−17 F / m for Vg
= 20 V and ac frequency of 1 MHz. This suggests that even
higher speed operation can be achieved with the depletion
mode than with the accumulation mode. Note that, in this
case, since the depletion region width remains constant for
Vg ⬎ Vt (constant capacitance), the optical losses of the structure will be approximately constant for Vg ⬎ Vt, and equal to
the minimum value obtained in the dc analysis
共7.67 dB/ cm兲.
(C) The threshold voltage of the inversion configuration
[Fig. 1(a)] was estimated to be −1.42 V. This means that the
MOS diode will work mainly under strong inversion conditions. Therefore, due to the aforementioned inability of minority carriers to follow high frequency electrical signals, we
can infer that the inversion-mode configuration is not appropriate for high-speed electro-optic modulation.
Thus, for small signal ac operation either the accumulation or the depletion modes could be considered. The former
exhibits less loss, while the latter may operate at higher frequency.
2. Large signal response (pulse operation).

A large-signal transient study of the accumulation- and
depletion-mode structures was carried out by using ATLAS. A
100 ns long gate voltage pulse with OFF-state gate voltage
Vg,OFF = 0V and ON-state gate voltage Vg,ON ⬍ 0 for accumulation and Vg,ON ⬎ 0 for depletion, was applied to the simulated device. Rise and fall times of the voltage pulse were
equal to 10 ps. Figure 6(a) shows the calculated ⌬neff for the
accumulation- and depletion-mode configurations under
pulse operation as a function of 兩Vg,ON兩. The dc operation
curve for the depletion mode has been also included for comparison purposes. The variation of ⌬neff corresponding to the
accumulation is the same for both dc and transient operations. However, a significant ⌬neff increase is observed for
the depletion case when it is pulse-operated as compared to
the dc operation for gate voltages equal or higher than the
threshold voltage 共Vt = 14.9 V兲. This is because, for those
gate voltages, the device is operated under deep depletion
conditions:11 the inversion layer is not or only partially
formed since the generation of minority carriers cannot keep
up with the amount needed to form the inversion layer and,

C. A. Barrios and M. Lipson

FIG. 6. Effective refractive index variation of the TE-like fundamental
mode as a function of the absolute value of the ON-state gate voltage for
depletion mode under pulse (triangles) and dc (circles) operation and for the
accumulation mode (squares). (b) Optical losses for the same configurations.
Dashed lines indicate that the Si breakdown electric field has been exceeded.
The gate oxide thickness is hgox = 200 nm. The applied voltage is negative
for the accumulation case and positive for the depletion mode.

therefore, the depletion layer can increase beyond its maximum steady-state value, resulting in a capacitance that further decreases with voltage. The rate of change of the gate
voltage (pulse ramp slope) required to observe deep depletion is given by21
dVg
qni
⬎
dt
2Cgox

冑

 nV t
,
n

共3兲

where q is the electron charge, ni (⬇1010 cm−3 at 300 K) is
the intrinsic carrier concentration of Si, Cgox共=2.22
⫻ 10−8 F / cm2兲 is the oxide capacitance per unit area, and
n (=1000 cm2 / V s at 300 K) is the electron mobility. Thus,
共dVg / dt兲 should be higher than 5.2⫻ 103 V / s, which is easily accomplished by ramp times employed in high-speed
digital signals.
The absence of the inversion layer in the depletion-mode
device under pulse operation also leads to a decrease of the
transmission losses under deep depletion operation as shown
in Fig. 6(b).
It must be mentioned, however, that, for depletion, gate
voltages higher than 20 V will lead to an electric field in the
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TABLE II. Switching times of the MOS waveguide under accumulation and
depletion regimes for different gate voltages. Vg is positive for depletion and
negative for accumulation.
Accumulation

Depletion

兩Vg,ON兩共V兲

Turn on (ps)

Turn off (ps)

Turn on (ps)

Turn off (ps)

5
10
15
20
25
30

25.5
25.5
19.1
19.1
19.1
19.1

25.5
25.5
36.3
34.9
33.1
32.5

10.5
12.5
14.7
14.3
15.1
16.8

12.7
12.7
12.2
11.9
11.6
11.3

semiconductor beneath the gate oxide higher than 3
⫻ 105 V / cm, which is the breakdown electric field in Si.
This imposes a limitation on the allowed gate voltage (20 V)
and, therefore, on the maximum effective refractive index
change 共2.5⫻ 10−4兲 and minimum transmission losses
共6.37 dB/ cm兲 that can be obtained under deep depletion
operation.
Table II shows the calculated turn-on and turn-off times
of the accumulation and depletion devices for different ONstate gate voltages. The turn-on (turn-off) time is defined as
the time needed for the carrier concentration to reach its
maximum (minimum) value when the gate voltage is stepped
from Vg,OFF共Vg,ON兲 to Vg,ON共Vg,OFF兲. Switching times
共turn-on time+ turn-off time兲 on the order of tens of picoseconds are predicted, the depletion operation being slightly
faster than the accumulation, as expected from the smallsignal analysis.
V. ELECTRO-OPTIC MICRORESONATOR MODULATOR

The transmission of an optical resonator is highly sensitive to small index changes, making it ideal for intensity
modulation in a short length. Thus, a suitable application of
the studied configuration is a waveguide intensity modulator
based on a microring resonator as that shown in Fig. 7. R is
the radius of the ring and dg is the spacing between the ring

FIG. 7. High-index-contrast waveguide electro-optic modulator based on a
microring resonator and a MOS diode. The complex refractive index of the
resonant region is changed by applying a bias voltage to the gate electrode.

FIG. 8. Spectral transmittance (out port) for the TE-like fundamental optical
mode of the simulated electro-optic MOS Si microring modulator (accumulation configuration) for Vg = 0 V (OFF state) and Vg = −5 V (⌬n = −6.3
⫻ 10−5, ON state) for a ring radius of R = 6.9 m. The circles illustrate the
modulation depth at  p = 1550.014 nm.

and a bus waveguide (dg is the same for both buses). A MOS
diode with hgox = 200 nm is used to change the refractive index in the ring waveguide. The resulting phase change in the
ring is converted into an intensity variation at the output port
at the operation (probe) wavelength.
We estimated the output transmittivity (out port) of the
microring modulator by using the transfer matrix method.22
Bending losses were calculated by employing the BPM,15
and the spacing between ring and bus waveguides was estimated by using the finite difference time domain method.15
The ring radius and the power-coupling coefficient 共兩2兩兲,
which is related to dg, will determine the main resonator
parameters: quality factor Q (=0 / ⌬FWHM, with 0 the
resonance frequency and ⌬FWHM the full frequency width at
half maximum), cavity lifetime ph共=Q / 0兲, and total internal loss Ai [=共␣T + ␣bend兲2R, with ␣T the transmission losses
and ␣bend the bending losses]. For optimum performance, it
is required: high Q, for high modulation; small ph, for high
switching speed; and low Ai, for high transmittance. In order
to have a resonance at the probe wavelength probe
= 1550 nm, the ring radius must also satisfy the condition
2R = m共probe / 2neff兲, where m is an integer and neff
= neff,OFF + ⌬neff, with neff,OFF being the effective index in the
OFF state 共Vg = 0V兲 and ⌬neff being the variation of the effective refractive index when a gate voltage is applied (ON
state). For the unbiased case, a trade off among the aforementioned ring parameters is found for R = 6.9 m and 兩2兩
= 0.012, which corresponds to a gap spacing dg = 490 nm.
This results, for the accumulation case, in Q = 2.82
⫻ 104 , ph = 23.2 ps, and Ai = 0.028 dB (␣T = 3.6 dB/ cm and
␣bend = 2.9 dB/ cm). For the depletion case, we obtain Q
and
Ai = 0.065 dB
(␣T
= 2.14⫻ 104 , ph = 17.6 ps,
= 8.6 dB/ cm and ␣bend = 6.4 dB/ cm). Note that the bending
losses are higher for depletion because the refractive index of
the core waveguide at zero bias is smaller (due to the background doping of 2 ⫻ 1017 cm−3) than that of the accumulation case; thus, the index contrast between the Si core and
the oxide cladding is reduced, resulting in a weaker optical
confinement in the bent waveguide (higher radiation losses)
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FIG. 9. Calculated modulation depth of the electro-optic MOS microring
resonator for the accumulation (squares) and depletion (circles) modes. TElike fundamental mode is considered. The dashed line indicates that the Si
breakdown electric field has been exceeded. The probe wavelengths are
1550.014 nm and 1549.975 nm for the accumulation and depletion cases,
respectively. The transmittivity in the OFF state at the corresponding probe
wavelength was calculated to be 59% and 23% for the accumulation and
depletion cases, respectively.

than that obtained for the accumulation case. It is also seen,
that for the same ring parameters, the depletion device exhibits a poorer Q than the accumulation device due to the
higher losses (both transmission and bend) in the former.
The value of ph for the depletion device is higher than
the turn-on and turn-off times due to carrier distribution
(Table II), meaning that the switching speed for this configuration will be limited by ph = 17.6 ps. For the accumulation
device, the calculated turn-on and turn-off times due to carrier dynamics (Table II) at low voltage operation (5 V and 10
V) are higher than the photon lifetime of the ring (23.3 ps);
therefore, the carrier-induced transient times will limit the
switching speed of the ring modulator for the accumulation
configuration.
The modulation depth M of the microring modulator at a

given wavelength is defined as 共POFF-PON兲 / POFF, where
POFF and PON are the transmitted output power (out port) in
the OFF and ON states, respectively. Figure 8 shows the
transmission characteristics (output port) for the aforementioned ring parameters (R = 6.9 m and 兩2兩 = 0.012) for the
accumulation-mode configuration. The refractive index in
the cavity is modulated between Vg = 0 V (⌬n = 0, OFF state)
and Vg = −5 V (⌬n = −6.3⫻ 10−5, ON state). The obtained
modulation depth and transmittivity at the probe wavelength,
1550.014 nm, are 73.4% and 59%, respectively. We calculated the modulation depth for the accumulation and depletion operation modes as a function of the gate voltage (Fig.
9). Pulse operation (Sec IV C) is assumed for both modes.
The probe wavelengths, 1550.014 nm for accumulation and
1549.975 nm for depletion, have been chosen in order to
obtain a transmittivity T value of 59% and 23% for the accumulation and depletion modes, respectively, in the OFF
state. It is seen that modulation depths higher than 73% can
be achieved under the accumulation operation mode for
兩Vg兩 艌 5 V. Note that, despite higher values of 兩⌬neff兩 are obtained under depletion than under accumulation for 兩Vg兩
艌 10 V [see Fig. 6(a)], the modulation depth is higher for the
latter. This is due to the aforementioned higher losses exhibited by the depletion configuration, which degrades the quality factor of the resonator, and therefore, the achievable
modulation depth.
It must be mentioned that, due to the non-negligible
value of the thermo-optic effect in Si 共dn / dT ⬇ 2
⫻ 10−4K−1兲, temperature effects on the index should be minimized in the studied configurations. This can be achieved by
employing strain silicon waveguide23 introduced in the fabrication process by, for example, controlling the overcladding deposition conditions.24 The introduced strain induces a
decrease of the refractive index with temperature, which
counterbalances the thermo-optic effect in silicon.23
For the sake of comparison, Table III shows a list of
proposed all-silicon electro-optic modulators recently reported in the literature. The MOS device analyzed in this

TABLE III. All-silicon electro-optic modulators recently proposed in
= free carrier absorption modulator; M = modulation depth; ts = switching time兲.
Year

Author

1997
1997
2000
2000
2001
2003
2003
2004
2004

Cutolo et al.a
Cutolo et al.b
Dainesi et al.c
Irace et al.d
Coppola et al.e
Png et al.f
Barrios et al.g
Liu et al.h
Our device

the

literature

共FCAM

Electrical structure Optical structure M共%兲 dc Power (mW) ts共ns兲 Length (µm)
p-i-n
BMFET
p-i-n
BMFET
p-i-n
p-i-n
p-i-n
MOS
MOS

Bragg reflector
FCAM
Mach-Zehnder
Y junction
Bragg reflector
Mach-Zehnder
Fabry-Perot
Mach-Zehnder
Ring resonator

50
20
⬎90
92
94
⬎90
80
97.5
73

4
126
210
⬃350
0.3
⬃0.56
0.014
⬃0.0
⬃0.0

24.7
6
60
16
5
0.51
1.3
⬃0.6
0.051

3200
1000
1110
5000
3200
⬎500
10
10 000
14

a

Reference 25.
Reference 26.
c
Reference 27.
d
Reference 28.
e
Reference 29.
f
Reference 30.
g
Reference 8.
h
Reference 10.
b
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work is expected to improve significantly previous designs in
terms of switching time and dc power consumption
VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied an electro-optic MOS SOI high-indexcontrast waveguide modulator for 1.55 µm operation wavelength. The real refractive index and absorption coefficient of
the core Si waveguide are changed by using the free-carrier
dispersion effect produced by a MOS diode. A gate oxide
thickness of 200 nm has been shown to be a good tradeoff
between low gate electrode losses and low bias voltage operation. Both accumulation and depletion operation modes
are well suited for high-speed applications, with the former
mode exhibiting lower loss. Modulation depths of 73% and
switching times on the order of tens of picoseconds are predicted for a 14 µm diameter microring MOS modulator by
using a bias voltage of only 5 V. The studied electro-optic
modulator is, therefore, a very promising candidate for
implementing Si microphotonic and nanophotonic integrated
circuits for high-speed applications.
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